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15,000: TO SEE/X·KENTUCKY CONTEST
"

....

Marian Day To Be Held Here Sunday
Unbeaten Muskies To Meet -·
. .
.·
Tliousands To
Powerful Wildcats From U.K.; "You Need A CATapult, Cat!" Honor Blessed
Virgin, Mary
Xavier Underdog. Once Again

I

By Bob Coale•
Cm1.ch Ed Kluska's twice ·victorious Musketeers face
Coach "Bear" Bryant's all-powerful Kentucky Wildcats
tomorrow night. The scene of the ''.biggest" game on Xavier's
schedule will be. Xavier Stadium. which will accom1J1odate
one of. the largest crowds in its history. Upwards of 15,000
fans are expected -to be on hand
for the opening kickoff at 8:30 p.m.
"X" To Use Tricks
The Musketeers will enter the
game as decided underdogs even
though they have scored impressive wins over Bowling Green, 2-0,
and Western Michigan, 19-0. Meanwhile Kentucky lost a tough
opener to Ole Mias, J.4-7, but
bounced back last Saturday night
to trounce • Cincinnati's highly
touted Bearcats,~. 20-0.
Kentucky has defeated the Mus-·
kies in eight of their nine contests
and climaxed the Mason-Dixon rivalry last year with a 70-0 lambasting. This year, however, the
Musketeers are expected to make
things a little more interesting as
they will dig deeply into ·their bag
of tricks to keep the Wildcats
from solllng their sanctorum.
.U. K. BOASTS POWER.
Kentucky has ample replacements for each position well drilled
in the "T" tactics used by "Bear"
Bryant this year.. They have improved greatly since their opener
two weeks ago:" .
In George Blanda the Wildcats
have one of the best passing quarterbacks in Dixie. Dan "Dopey"
(Continued _on Pa~e 6)
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The Annual Marian Day
observance at Xavier University Stadium on the afternoon
.of Rosary Sunday, October 5,
will be a convocation of sev-

i

"X" U. N. Bureau
Plans Lectures·,
Peace· Is Aim
Advocating .world peace, the
exclusive United Nations Speakers Bureau of the Xavier University .International .Relations
Club has scheduled an important
group of lectures to be given at
prominent civic organizations in
greater Cincinnati. John T .. Hinkler leads off the lecture program
when he speaks on the atomic
bomb and world peace at· the
Episcopal Church of the Nativity,
Price Hill, tonight at 8:30.
Next to speak will be Robert
M. Quinlan, Temporary Chairman of the XUIRC, who will address the Knights of Columbus
on the Security Council; at a
luncheon in the Hotel Metropole,
Tuesday, October 7. Albert J.
Bischoff contin,µes the lecture assignment next Friday evening,
October 10;· with a discussion involving the human rights of the
UNESCO at a meeiing of the
Navy Mothers Club' in Memorial
Hall at 8:00 p.m.
.
(Continued on Page 8)

Council Seeks To Better
Life For Dorm Students
Inauguration of a special committee by Student Council
to improve campus life of dormitory students was announced
last Monday at a regular meeting of Council.·
The special committee, proposed by the Rev.· Lester A.
Linz, S. J., prefect of Marion Hall, is definitely needed, Fr:
Linz said. "Out-of-town students
should be knitted closer together."

Jesuit Priest
St~dentS Come From _Far A~d Patna Bishop

Wide To Attend Xavier Univ.

Falk Bahha . of Bagda", Iraq, believed to be the fir.st student to
travel over IS,000 miles to attend Xavier, heads the list of 20 foreigners
attending classes on the Evanston campus this year.
Twenty-ftv' states, Porto Rico, Hawali, Columbia, British- Honduras, and Jamaica -are represented in the list of atudents during the
- - - - - - - · - - - - - - Fall semester, figure& from Fr.
Dietz' office show.
.
Ohioans top the list in enroll·
ments with. 1,095 students in
Students and friends of Xavier undergraduate studies. Kentucky
gathered in front of the Field· boasts of 329 students of which
house stepa last night for a pep 205 come from_ citlea and villages
rally sponsored by the student in Northern Kentucky. Indiana,
council.
. third in the llatinga ha8 72 enWlth Al Stephen as master of rolleea, Illlnol8 is fourth with 48,
cer.emonles, the team received a and Pennsylvania tlfth with 25.
Other states include, West Virrousing sendoff for the UK game
tomorrow night: Talks by Coache& ginia 20, Michigan 14, and New
Kluska, - Feldhaus, and Lavelle, Jersey 8. Iowa, Connecticut, VirDean V. B.· Neiporte, S.J., "Bon- ginia, Alabama each ~have aent
nie" Washer, head coach of St. three atudents, while Tennesaee,
Xavier High School and member Florida, Miaaouri, Maslachusetta,
of the Legion of ·Honor, BW and Rhode l8land have two atuO'Brien, freshman clUl!I president, denta represented. 'lbe remaining
and player&, Bob McQuade, Al atatea in the ll8tinga include: CaliLang, Jim Marks, and Jim De- fornia, South Dakota, South and
North Carolina, Montana, Wl8con•
l'ranco,, aparked the rally.
'lbe program waa arranged by ain, Colorado with one each. 'lbe
Howard Naberhouae,. chalnnan of llsUng show• one enrollee from
~ Dlltrlct of COlumbla.
•the ioclal committee.

Stephen Fires up
Pep Rally, Crowd

Qf special interest to all Xavier
student& should be the consecration of The Most Reverend Augustine F. Wildermuth, S.J., D.D., as
Bishop of Patna, India, the university's mission concern.
· His Eminence, Samuel Cardinal
Stritch, Archbishop of Chicago,
will officiate at ·the ceremony
which takes place at 10 a.m., in
Holy Name Cathedral, Chicago,
on October '28, 1947.
Assl8tlng the Archbishop will
be the Most Reverend Edward I'.
Hoban, Bishop of Cleveland and
the Most Reverend Thomas J. McDonnell, Auxlllary Bishop of New
York. 'lbe aermon will be preached
.bY 'lbe Reverend Edward L. Murphy, S.J.
·

'"ON DUE
CLUB ELECTS'
Edward L. Glockner, Preaident
of the Economics Club, bu recently announced that a "new aec·
retary and a new treaaurer wlll
be elected at the club'• next meeting. 'lbe . club, compoad of eco·
n9mlcs major11, will present a prosram of pest speakers thrO\ll'h•
out the year.
/

Fr. Linz Speaks
Fr. Linz proposed the following
duties for the new committee:
A.) Full authority to punish anyone who commits vandalism or
similar misdeeds on the . campus.
B.) Promote all intramural athletics for the dormitory students,
as far as it ls possJble for Student
Council to do so.. C.) Arrange to
have dormitory students meet local girls for dances and other social activities.
The committee headed ~Y John
Hiltz, sophomore representative,
will act in cooperation with the
Dorm Council. The above threepoint program, Fr. Linz explained,
is very much the same as performed by Student Councils at
other colleges.
Culprits To Pay
Repreaentatlv'es were e)ected by
Council, after Fr. Llnz's insistence that punishing perpetrator&
of mil!ldemeanors should play a
large part in the duties of the
committee. According to Council,
this would be done through a
"kangaroo'' or similar court. Windowa and fixtures were damaged
on occaaiona·in the dormitoriea lut
I
school year, according to the Prefeet, making IOme type of punish•
ment necusary.

eral thousand members of Marian
associations ·as announced by the
Very Rev. Monsignor John E.
Kuhn, archdiocesan director of
confraternities, sodaut1es, and associations, who is in charge of the
observance.
3000 Voice Choir
The program wlll include devotional prayers and hymns honoring
the Blessed Virgin, a meditation
and Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament. The hymns will be
rendered by a three-thousand voice
choir under the direction of Mr.
John J. lo'ehring,. archdiocesan
director of music, and accompanied by Miss Mary K. Carlton.
The choir will be formed of all
the boy's and girl's high schools
of greater Cincinnati, Our Lady
of Cincinnati and Mt. St. Joseph's
Colleges, Xavier University Clef
Club, and the boys' choirs of St,'
Martin's Church, Cheviot; St•
John's Church, Deer Park; Assumption Church, Walnut Hills; St.
Anthony's Church Walnut Hills;
§t. Anthony's Church, Madison.vllle; Our Mother of Sorrows·
Church, Roselawn; st. William's
Church, Price Hill; st. Agnes'
Church, Bond Hill; and st. Joseph's Orphanage.
Nuns To Attend
These religious communities will
be represented by 50 sisters each:
Sisters of St. Francis, Sisters of
the Precious Blood, Sisters · of
Notre Dame de Namur, and Sisters
of Charity.
·

Fr. Gardiner
lntrodltces
''Great Books"
The Reverend Harold C. Gardiner, S.J., Literary Editor of
AMERICA Wlll inaugurate Xavier's "Great Books" lecture series
Saturday evening, October 4.
As Book Review Editor of
AMERICA he has endeavored to
stimulate' Catholic ·criticism by
removing book evaluation from a
too pietistlc approach to a more
critical one. '-,
Fr. Gardiner inaugurated some
years ago the AMERICA BookLog and edits the annual AMERICAN survey of Children's literature and the semi-annual AMERI- .
CAN Book Supplement. He lectures extensively on the current
literary scene.
Yale University Press has published his Mysterlea' End, an investigation of the causes of the
cessation of the medieval rellgioua
stqe.

.•

.
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Cracks
By John C. McDonald

Wind, nor rain, nor brays of
goons cannot deter us from continuing our noble work, this collntercollerlate Cellere .Prea
umn-and anyway, momma wants
we should be a journalist. So open
Jolilltor-ln-chlef .............................................................. \Vllllnm<l Hc~!!q~~!"
8
Assoclnte Editors .....................................................i..Oiilii''iiun.;ln.-, J - llleyer'. your mouths, kids, here comes
~ .
E tit
·
.John Wnddell, <llarence Deehtold the bad medicine!
·~e\\s
·• ors ................................................
:Robert Helmes, '49
• • •
l' entnre E~l~tor ;........................................................... D'ieil"i'iimkel, Robert Coate1
S11orts Co f.11lto s 'T"'"'""""'"""'"'""""'"""""""
lll8 1 Flo r 0 oy
There must have been a ScotchJoJ.-enlnir College E1l tor ............................................. .. .... ..,.D
........
~e
h 'k 11
1 1I 0d onne11
Excl111111te Editors .......................................... , ... Dnnl'~
Th osep D ltrn Y
Clrcnlntlon ~lllnnircrs .................................. Eugene r e mnnn, G omas ua'it Ir• man at the football game; he kept
nnslncss lllnnngcr .................................................. Tiiiii'"'iiaiiiia,' J::!11 o•i:..'i:: yelling, "Get that quarter back!"
::~~.~~:~r~niiei-'1iiiiiii,''liiii)i,'ri"i'i1i'i1tir,'':iiiiiii"i'.iimiii11, 1.yte :t'reppon, Fred Newbill,
•
Chnrll'S J.11rkln, I.on Ko11lnskl, Bert Downing, Henry llla111ey, Jamff Bay,
WHO CARES'f
Don ll[eyer, Cl111rles Hoenhr, ,\mlrew y. 1JnJe1mk, ,James Birely
Fnenlty Edltorlnl A1h·lsor
Re\', Victor C. 8tetchschulte, 8. J,
1''ncult~· I>lrectnr ............. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.............
Joseph Link, .Jr., '35 The fttchet weasel is fond of
(The .-lew 11 and opinions 1H expresse1t b;r varlou• feature wrHere, eolamnl1t1
chicken.
and guest writers 110 not neeesSBrll:r expreH the oft'lelal opinion• of tb1
Xa\'ler Unl.-erslty Admlnlstrntlon.
Matten of olrlclal na&ur11 appeerlair A gillaroo is an Irish fish.
In the NE\VS will be Bo deslsnated,}
Some people do not like eggplant.
So people 'do not like this column.

The Catbollo School Prea Als'n.

• •

• • •

•For A Jesuit College Fraternity. • •
THIS is not a new idea. Alumni, faculty; members, and
1 students of the many Jesuit schools situated_ throughout
the country have long desired a closer union, an integration
of the Jesuit fellowship1 in the United States. This hope
was accentuated during the war as men of the Loyola brigade met in all sorts of strange places such as Bongo-Bongo,
the Tower of London, and in landing craft as they headed
for the black beaches of Iwo Shima. Santa Clara met Xavier,
Marquette met Boston College. No matter what gully on the
globe you visited you were sure to firid an engineer. from
·
11
h
Detroit, or a doctor from Saint Louis, or a little fe ow w. o
used to know 'Bingle' personally at Gonzaga.
Now there are twenty-seven Jesuit colleges and universities in the United States. Last year they were attended
1 h 1 f'
d
by eighty thousand students. Doubet e ast igure an you
get an idea of the possible size of an inter-Jesuit alumni association! Why not? These men hold the same basic prin~
ciples of life, common ideas, common interests. It is not
enough that they wear their own college rings or belong
to the local boosters' club. They ought to be able to follow
through· on their collegiate· activity no matter where they
settle down to battle out the remainder of their lives.
This project is admittedly too great to be swung by one
little college newspaper, but at least we can think about it
and talk about it and write our friends about it until we
finally get all the bees in the ·hive of Stanaslaus buzzing.
When this is accomplished, some one or some group with
. more ability and power than we possess ~ill draw the honey
· out of the hive - and that will be our own inter alumni
association.
·-

))II The true American who at one time stood up for his rights
now has to stand in line for them.

Eight Provinces,· 63 Schools.
In U. S. Guid~d By Jesuits
Geographically, the United States
is divided into eight Jesuit Provinces in which there are 6,072 Jesuits. The .Chicago Province in~
eludes Ohio, Indian~, Kentucky,
Illinois, and Michigan. The Oregon
Province is comprised of Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, and Montana.
In the California Province we
find California, Arizona, Nevada,
and Utah. The New Orleans Province takes in New Mexico, Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Alabam·a, Georgia,
South Carolina, and Florida. The
most extensive province in territory is the Missouri Province
which Includes Wyoming, Colorado, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Minnesota, Iowa Missouri,
and Wisconsin. In the East, the
New England Province encompasses Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island. The New
York Province contains only the
1tate of New York. And the

J"

Maryland Province takes in. Peitnsylvania, New Jersey, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware; Virginia, and North Carolina.
' Each province is responsible for
supporting and manning at least
one foreign mission. The Oregon
Province· has the Alaska Mission;·
the California Province, China; the
Missouri Province, the British
Honduras Mission; the New Orleans Province, the Ceylon Mission; the Chicago Province, the
Patna India Mission; . the New
England Province, the Jamaica,
Iraq Missions, the New York Province, the Philippine Mission; and
the Maryland Province, the Philippine Mission also.
The American Jesuits operate
26 colleges and universities and
37 high achools throughout the
United States. At present the
American provinces have at least
669 men working In the 'above
mentioned foreign miaslon fields.
The Patna Mission has 112 Jesuit.I
giving attention to the neecll of
the Patna Indian•.

KWAZY KWIZ
1. If someone described you as
a paradlgmatical student, would
you (a) feel flattered. (b) feel
flattened. (c) flatten the guy. ·
2. If someone said, "Here comes
a dingo!" would you Ca) run for
safety. (b) run to see it. (c) say,
"Who cares?"
(Answers to Kwazy Kwiz will
be found at bottom of column.)

• • •
THOUGHTS on a street-car:
Will I make that first class on
time?-that guy laughs like the
snake-eater at the zoo-yawnwish those girls 'd shuddup-burp
-must cut down on the coffeeburp-too much causes indigestion
-that guy across the way looks
like a fitchet weasel-and the one
"llext to him looks like a gillaroo
-why doesn't this car hurry-he
makes four stops to every square
-WHY don't they shudDUP?there goes th.! snake-eater's cackle
again-if that fat man would get
up, ten of us could sit downwish that old lady'd offer me her
seat-YAWN.

• • •

Correct answers to Kwazy Kwiz
are as. follows: 1. (a) of course,
because he'd be calllng you a typical student. 2. (a) (b) or (c),
take your choice, but (a) is my
preference, because you can be
bitten by a dingo, by dingo! Grade
yourselves any way you please,
we won't collect the papers.

NFCCS' First
Meeting Oct. 4
Xavier - Host Saturday
A.a· Year'• Program Open•
The Cincinnati Region of The
National Federation of Catholic
College .Students "'.ill ·officially
open. the year's program. qn Saturday afternoon, October 4. , ;--._, .
Xavier will play host to .the
delegates and moderators of this
Region, with - "X" sophomore
Charles Hogan' Jr., President of
this Region, presiding.
The afternoon's agenda will include .the passing of a constitution, the approving of a budget,
and the establishment of a Regional Newspaper. Miu :Mary
Lou Sauer, a student of Our Lady
of Cincinnati and Regional Relief
Chairman, will give a report on
the Student Relief program.
Other students who will represent Xavier at the meeting are,
Milt Partraidge, who wlll head a
ten-man committee to be appointed
thl1 week, . to organize the Radio
Approval Poll: Vince Delaney,
President of the Phllopedian Society: Bert Downing, President of
the Xavier Student Council; Walt
Whalen, President of the ·Mat!}
Club; and Charles Rubey, Student
Council Treuurer.

[This "Letters to the Editor' column is for an exchange of
views and serves as an open forum for free and frank discussion of any matters of interest to Xavier students, alumni, and friends.
Letters should be limitecl to 200 words,
must be signed but names
be deleted from publication if 7'equested.] ·

wm

On Tra/Jic Sa/ety
Dear Editor: .
A large percentage of. the day
students and all of resident students walk across . the Parkway
several times a day.

Football For Student•
Dear Editor:
Many .thinking students of Xavier are of the opinion that the
Athletic Board should give the
football attendance back to the
students. The student bringing a
date to the games is offered the
choice of paying $1.85 to $2.40 per
game, or to pay a lump sum of
$7.50 for the Women Student's
Book: $7.50 for six games is a fair
price but this has little appeal to
a student who can attend only
four games. The $2,40 gate for
the Miami, Kentucky, and the 'U.
C. games has even less appeal to
a studen'.t without a companion
ticket. This policy is to the detriment of the students. Football, a
student activity, should be for the
students.
Robert E. Cunningham

It would seem that the staff of
Xavier or the public safety officials would try to protect the. "X"
students who cross this highway.
The traffic passes the university at . minimum. of 35 m.p.h.,
some exceeding 50" m.p.I).. If an
ordinary "school sign" won't slow
this traffic, why not install an amber blinker. This should slow the
traffic to a reasonably safe speed.
Whatever the means something
must be done, the miraculous
escapes of the past are bound to
give way to tragedy. Then what?
A wheelchair? Perhaps a funeral?
Yours truly,
Congratulation• OIJered
J.B.
Dear Editor:
•
Most likely everyone who attended
Xavier last sem,ester will
Food ·Price• Di1cu88ed
remember the pile of debris which
Dear Editor:·
was to be converted into the South
Oh, no-not again this year!!! Hall. I was one of the many who
All last year we paid high prices thought that it could never be
at the cafeteria hoping that this built into anything much better
year prices would fall . and our than a "boot camp" barracks. On
passes would stay something . be- my return this fall its outward
sides empty.
·
.appearance took me by surprise,
Again this year the student but I waii amazed by the bright,
must "pay thru the nose'.'· It takes clean, organized interior. I would
all but a few cents less than a like to congratula~e, if I may,
dollar for a decent meal this year everyone who is responsible for
-a substantial increase. over last our new South ~all. They did a
year.
fine job.
Jim Moeller, Soph.
Yes, prices are higher this year
and yes, we know anyone- may examine the books to see that every.; "Scoop'' Needs Retie/?
thing is as it should be. -The trou- Dear Editor:
ble lies not in the economic sysI hope you will not think me
tem but in the. management. Fac- presumptuous when I suggest a
tory cafeterias can .offer the same more efficient way' to handle your
size meal at 20% less. How can photographers of which you seem
they do this-because they employ
to have so many. It's getting diffia minimum of help who work fast
cult to see the football games.
and accomplish much.
·
Why not a bench for the photogMany an ex-G.I. could use more raphers at the games as well as
money and would be willing to for the players. Each camera man
work three hours a day to keep could have a number on his back,
from being broke all the time.
and the present free substitution
My plea is to cut down on the rules on football players could preexcess help and replace them with vail. "Scoop" looks awfully winded
ex-G.I.'s at a dollar an hour and towards the end of the games and
see if you can't run the place with could certainly use a substitute.
a third as many workers and a
This is just a suggestion, you
lot less money.
realize.
Jim O'Brien
J. W. Senior

a

• • •

• •

• • •
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Major Kenneth Johnson o~ the
Veterans on the XU campus are
Officers Reserve Corp~ Headquar~ asked to contact the ORC headters in Cincinnati informed Xavier quarters, 400 'Big Four Building,
230 E. 9th St. or to call Main 0128
Attention·. P. ~. 16 Vets ·for further information. Veteranll;
Veterans under,.. Public Law whether officers or enlisted men,
18 are asked to report to Mr. now on the XU campus were exa special invitation today
Gerar4 DeWald in the Student tended
by Major Johnson to join the ReUnion Building at least once serve Corps regardless of their
a month.
discharge from active duty.
University this week of the War
Department's desire to sign up
Enlisted Reserve Corps inen in
some of the newly organized ERC
reaerve units. Those units open
include the 1284th Engineer Combat Bn., 358th Ordnance Armament Maint Bn., 814th Tank Bn.,
331st Infantry Bn., 428th Finance
Diaburslng Sect., and in Quartermaster, Field Artillery and Coast

ArtWery Units.

CAMPUS CLEAN tJP

l'lck It up, wrap It up, and
throw It In one of the campus
refuae contalneri. Let'• back
up the "clean up'' campalrn
en the campus and In 'bullcl·
lnp!
Wh1 not 1trlp that
clrarette butt like the ArmJ
does before throwlq It awart
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Dr. McCoy Back From Paris;
Progress Made For.Peace
"The more you know people, the le!lii likely you are 'to fight them."
This was Dr. Raymond F. McCoy's statement concerning the purpose
of the United Nation's Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Dr. McCoy, acting direclor of the Xavier Graduate Division, recently returned from Paris where he served as Catholic Educational
representative from the United
Stats at the UNESCO Seminar,
held July 21st through August
30th.
"World-wide education for peace
was our aim," exclaimed Dr.
McCoy, "although doing it all at
one conclave was naturally impossible." He went on to report
that in order to n:ieet their objective the eighty persons representing thirty-one countries decided
upon three main purposes. The 1
first of these was increasing the
international understanding of participants; this point was furtherJ°d
by the mere meeting of the representative nations.
The two other problems con·
cerned the educational methods to
promote international understandDr. Raymond F. McCoy
ing, and the producing of material for the teachers to work with. ers was repetitious, and is not
"Some progress was made," said likely to be regarded as a unique
Dr. McCoy, "but I believe that the product of the UNESCO Seminar.
material made available to teach· "He added that _progress was considerably delayed through the
many suspicions and prejudices
carried by some representatives;
another impediment was the fact
that all had to converse in either
English or French, and few could
With the return to a peacetime speak both.
ReallZing the American interest
schequle, Xavier is reactivating
the old organizations. Those of a in Russian policy, Dr. McCoy anmore meditative frame of mind nounced that Russia had not
will welcome the news that the been represented. Dispelling any
Chess Club is to return to its thoughts that the conference had
been useless ·without representarightful place on the campus.
The club has long been an insti- tion from one of the world's key
tution at Xavier. OrganlZed in nat~ons Dr. McCoy remarked,
1927 under the direction of the "There is reason to believe that
Rev. Remy Beliperch, S.J. the Russia will soon join the UNESCO.
royal game flourished until 1941 But if the 'Bear' does decide to
when together with ·many other stay in hibernation, international
activities it retired from the cur- understanding will be even more
riculum. Now operations Ii.re under impi>rtant, since countries outside
way to resurrect it. The final plans of the 'Iron Curtain' will have to
have not yet been made but all stand together."
Dr. McCoy indicated that eduthose interested are advised to
watch the bulletin boards and this cation is important, and that the
paper for further announcements. UNESCO Seminar was the initial
step in the proper direction. He
said, "Education will not prevent
war; it is just one phase of the
whole problem."

Reorganization
Of Xavier Cl1,1bs :..
Chess· ls Bafk

Philosophy Clrib
Meets on Mondays

Monday night at 7:45 is the time
and the Downtown College is the
scene of the regular meetings of
the Xavier Philosophical Society,
faculty adviser, the Rev. John
Wellmuth, S.J., informed . the
'
News.
The Philosophy Club, as the Society ls better known, will hold
its discussions on the fourth floor
of the Evening Dlvlqlon site.
Fr. Wellmuth told the News
that both members of the Evanston and Downtown Colleges are
eligible for membership or are
welcome at any time to attend the
gatherings as• guests.
,;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;im;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;m;;;;;;;;;;;;;_
BREAKDOWN OF STUDENTS
ACCORDING TO STATES
, lH'J • 1948

Philopedian Club
In 108th Year;
Debate Planned

The Poland Phllopedian Society,
the oldest student organization on
the campus, and incidentally one
of the oldest collegiate undergraduate societies. in this country, will
inaugurate its 108th year when it
meets-_ Wednesday, Oct. 8 at 1:30
in Room 47 of Albers Hall.
The\Philopedian, th'h formal debating club ·of the university, has
a htBtory dating to the pre-Civil
War era when the metropolis of
Cfi1cinnati. was in its flourishing
infancy. _Carefully preserved records in . the Xavier archives offer
fascinating glimpses into the topOhio
1,005 ics of student interest during
·Clnclnnntl
those early' years.
Ke;~~c¥ly.
· Mr. :Vincent Delaney, PresidentIndtnnn
elect, together with ~r. J, E.
Illinois
Pennsylvnnta
Shaw; faculty- adviser, stated that
West Vtgluta
an intramural individual. debate
'l\llchlgnn
Hawaii
contest is being planned for the
New Jersey
immediate future, ,nittlng one
New York
Porto Rico
member. againit another in tourb~~!eeucut
nament faahlon. In this manner
Virginia .
the members Wlll be evaluated and
Alabnma
•.reunessee
some will be selected for the varFtorlda
sity debating team.
~llllllOlll'I
llnssacbusetts
No-·mentlon ahould obviously be
Rhode I11la11d
made of the Phllopedlan without
Callfonla
South Dakota
special reference to the annual
North Carolina
Verkamp Debate. Restricted to
South Carolina
~funtana
the organization, 'it ls 1 annually
;~~~~~ron, n.
the highest point of interest. Thus
Columbia
far no plans have been announced
Jamaica, B. \V, 1•
for the Verkamp, but the group
Ba1rdad, Iraq
Colorado
has already begun the foundation
--T•O•T•!A>•L--------- for. the year's forensic finale. ·

c.
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Official
A eonvoeatlon for all students on the Evanston caµnpus
will be held In the Fieldhouse
next Monday Oct. 6th at 9
a.m., at which attendance ls
compulsory. Mass of the Roly
Ghost will be celebrated by
the President, Rev. Celestin
J. · Steiner, S.J., after which
the convocation wlll be held.

By Dick Fairbanks & Paul Kelly

. "Are you the guy who writes INTERMISSION?" inquired a meek
little fellow under a blue "X-51" cap as he walked past my table
the other day in South Hall. As I did not wish to start any sort
of radical rumor, I told him I was, and question number two at
once slipped out. "Do you like classical music?" he chirped, so I
replied with a flat emphatic "Yes", using as few words as possible.
At this he expressed his surprise in finding a guy with a bush
·haircut who appreciates good music but I personally can't see
how this has any bearing on the ·matter. I admit
The Xavier Band, marching itmy head closely resembles a worn hemp door
self directly to the fore of student
. mat but I want him to know that there's still
organizations, has elected new ofenough foliage up there to keep me from using
ficers for the coming year. Paul
a wash :rag on my dome every morning.
Thiemann, first clarinet man, was
Suddenly he was transfigured, and his face
elected President; Jim Dapper,
assumed that "I got an IQ of 17" look so common
Vice President; Frank Kurleman,
to those who are easily swept into the ~ealms of
Treasurer; and . Norb Allgeyer,
ecstasy The next fifteen minutes were spent in
Secretary.
a very one-sided dissertation of how enlightenThe Band, under the able direcing and uplifting it must be to have an interest
tion of Gilbert Maringer, has
.
in works by great men of genius, talent and
made an auspicious start towards- high ideals. Thank Jupiter he had a two-thirty class or I prothe most successful season ever bably would be there yet listening to that "inspired" d1'one.
enjoyed by a Xavier Band. Novel
After he ieft, I wondered just how many citizens are running
half-time entertainment has been
around the nation dragging such a foolish idea with them. True,
promised by Maringer for tomorthose artists are today considered geniuses ·of note, but as far as
row's game.
being persons of high ideals and model lives, this is not always
At their regular practice held the case. To illustrate this. point we cite the example of Wilhelm
last week, "X" letters were Richard Wagner and hope that his press agent doesn't see this
awarded those men who performed column.
with the Band last year. Those
Now Dick was definitely quite the case. Maybe it would be
who did not return .this year will better to say he was a living situation. For his boyhood it· suffi.Ces
receive their letters through the to say that he was exposed to the concert hall at an early age adn
mail,
soon adopted it as his second home. By the time he hit twenty~five,
however, he was well •on ·his way to earning for himself the title
<>f Prussia's Tommy Manville of the nineteel}th century. His romantic
:.. affairs during the following years lapped over each other like
shingles of a r~of and he wound up in domestic relations court so
ll often the clerk had memorized his social\security number. How he
.
could afford such a hobby beats me and all the rest of the students
trying to live on sixty-five per month and all they can scrape up.
As a matter of fact, he didn't afford it. The ad for the well
A full scale offensive has been known loan company says that ninety-nine per cent of the applicants
launched by the National Feder- get cash immediately but Rich was a member ,of the other one
ation of ,f<~atholic College Students per cent. He handled money like I fly from class and as a result
through its press commission to he adopted· the well known motto, "I'd rather owe it to you than
eliminate bad taste in radio pro-· to beat y<>u <>Ut of it".
grams.
Not only did he have the "women" and the "song" but Dick
Backed by the National Associ- was all there when it came to the "wine" part of that phrase. He
ation of Broadcasters, the com- was a most sincere fan of that sport of hunting for the bottoms of
mission will make its' studies rum bottles and the more bottoms he found, the happier he was,
through polls in colleges and uni- as is quite often the case with anybody.
verslties throughout the countcy,
Despite the fact that Wagner was an arrogant person who .
and will be known as a Radio Ac- would make more noise than Joe Meyer's car when someone
ceptance Poll or "RAP", as NFC crossed his path, we must give him credit for turning out really
CS calls it. They define "RAP" as: first class music. That era of music in which he composed has
"an opportunity; a method for one come to be known as the Wagnerian Period as the result of his
of the greatest Catholic Action artistic afforts. Perhaps as famous as any other ·opera is his
projects ever undertaken; com- immortal Lohengrin from which we have that popular classic The
parable in scope with the Legion Wedding March.
of Decency; limited only by posMuch as I enjoy the music of Richard Wagner, I prefer to
slt>le indifference."
~orget about his personal life, I haven't time to argue-with the civil
The commission points out that authorities.
'·
the acceptability of radio programs ahould be determined, because through radio there is mass
audience appeal and aome radio
&hows tend to resort to entertain·
ment ot the low burlesque type.
Funds for the first year of the "Three Year Plan" for building
They hasten to add that RAP is
not a censorship body, and its pur- and improvement of Xavier have been exceeded, according to inforpose ls intended only to call atten- mation· released by Xavier President, Rev. Celestin J, Steiner, S.J.,
tion .to the public, radio person- and the University Fund and Goodwill campaign committee.
alities, ·radio networks; and adver- : · The. "Three Year Plan", as set up by the campaign committee
tisers to the extent to which pro- has allotted three years in which
grams are accepted by the public. to gain $1,000,000 for a building be set aside for the endowment
The RAP commission will _meas- program, to consist of three new fund and emergencies which may
ure programs in five categories of permanent buildings and other arise.
• The plan ls being promoted by
highly acceptable, ac.ceptable, necessacy improvements.
barely acceptable, unacceptable,
Forty-two percent of the fund members of the Citizens commit·
and objectionable. ·
was raised up to April 30th of this tee, with Richard E. LeBlond as
chairman. The committee plans to
?\lilt Partridge, chairman of year, or approximately $415,000. contact friends of Xavier for donathe ten-man Xavier committee· Added to that is the fund .left by tions for this year's allotment.
will eonduct the poll on the the late Thomas E. Logan, which
ls adequate for the erection of a
. Evanston campus.
new Physics Building, to be named
TAYERNERS MEET
The radio poll wlll not be con- Logan Hall, and part of a new
An
all patron meeting of the
ftned to Catholic colleges alone .. auditorium building. Also .in the
Other denominational schools and plan ls the completion of Elet Hall, Mermaid Tavern in which gradstate colleges have been asked to that is, a new wing on the North uate tis well as undergraduate
take part in the program.
side, doubling the size of the pres- members attended, were guests
of Mr. Alfred Conway, Xavier
Each college taking part in the ent structur~.
Alumnus,
at his residence in Price
poll wlll maintain a poll commitThis year's plan calls for a goal
tee with a chairman in charge. of $300,000 raising of which began Hill last Monday evening. The
The eommlttee will appoint ten last May 1st · and will end April annual fall meeting of all memstudent.. to listen to ten radio pro- 30, 1948. If that goal is met, con- bers discussed plans for the late
grams each week, specifted by struction can. begin, since only October edition 'of the AthenRAP. Polling will be carried on sixty percent of the $1,000,000 is aeum, literary quarterly magfor 39 weeks, after which RAP for · building, · the committee re· azine. Refreshments were served
ported. The remal'nlng portion will afterwards.
(Continued on Pa1e 8)

Band ·Elects New
Officers; A.wards
Made To Members

RAP. To Chee.Ir

Ba d T aste 0
Radio SpolS

Xavier· Building. Fund
Exceeds Early Objective

/

'

...
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A Touch Of Radio Madness

XAVERIANUS

Was Marakoff In That

Students are asked to sta1
out of Hinkle Hall unless the)'
have business therein.

Blimp?~=~~=~

By Bob Helmes
(i

Xavieranus puhed his way eagerly through the gate. He was
clawed, pushed. shoved, kicked, scratched. He went in one aisle
was milled about and then turned around to seek greener. pastures. He finally found a seat in the cat-bird section, high against
the wall along the 20. He watched the lights blink over the field,
and the streaks of white zipping up and down the sidelines. High
up in the air a Wonder Blimp flashed its electric lights off and -0n,
trying to steal the show. Xavieranus took a firm hold on his
seat - grasped the hand beside him. ·A whistle screamed through
the air! A mighty shout rocked the stadium as the pigskin spun
end-over-end downfield into the arms of a waiting player.
Xavieranus felt cold shivers dance up and down his spine, as
though ten little men were practicing on a xylophone. He saw
the blue-capped heads of Freshmen bobbing up and down, ,~rls
madly waving pennants. Here then, truly, was the spirit of
Two elated "Truth or Consequences" contestants recently re- Xavier, putting in its presence at the football game.
turnecl to that zany NBC funfest after a summer of scavenger hunt- A Look at the News
ing. They won prizes for collecting items ranging from a hambone
Xavieranus thumbed through his copy of the XU News. He was
autographecl by G. B. Shaw to a hair from the eyebrow of John L. happy to see a joke column. Most everyone needs a good belly
Lewis. Good idea for freshman week.
laugh now and then. He looked at the grins on the faces of a
couple of other fellows reading the N ~ws. He knew that they
were satisfied, too. But then the News Editor grabbed him by the
NFCCS Schedule
arm: "Can I see you at four o'clock, Monday?" Ah, dear old
Hepzibah Kopinflinch!
October 4-Constitutional Committee Meets-Xavier University
October 5-Delegate Meeting to Approve Constitution-Xavier
On House Hunting
University
A couple of weeks ago Xavieranus developed a big idea: he
November 23-Delegate Meeting-"Setting up an Active NFCCS
would buy himself a house! In the past three weeks he's learned
-Nazareth College, Unit on the Campus"-Louisville, Ky.
a little about dear old Cincinnati. He's covered it thoroughly from
Shawanoe Trail to Covedale and he's still looking. It seems that
February 15-Delegate Meeting-"Coordination of Campusthere's a litte item called money that keeps rearing its ugly
Marion College, Activities Through NFCCS"- Indianapolis,
$10,000 or. higher head every time the word "house" is uttered.
Indiana.
·
He's seriously thinking of char,ging the city for keeping its streets
Early April-Regional Congress-Report on the Region-Mt. St.
clean; he's scoured them from pillar to post.
Joseph, Ohio
Summer's Gone
April 15 to 19-National Congress-Report on NFCCS-PhiladelAnd when Xavieranus opened his left eye early one morning
. phia, Pa.
and stuck his big toe out from under the· covers he felt the chill
May 17-Delegate Meeting-Election of Officers-Dayton U.
in the air and knew that summer was gone. He pulled up the shade
and looked out the window. All he could see was a bleak grey. He
rushed to the closet, waded back deeply into forgotten lores. and
came forth with his faithful, old, blanket bathrobe. It felt pretty
good as he gorged ·himself with bacon and eggs (at such an awful
price). He didn't even mind the jeers of his family tormentors who
think that bathrobes are things to be worn only after bathing. He
knew that summer'd gone; his bathrobe was on!
Rec1·uiting Tea"' To
And so Xavieranus closed his 4: 30 class book at ten minutes
are now eligible for enlistment,
Lecture On .Campus and, according to the Universal before six and wondered· what night school would be like.
This week a recruiting team Military Training Bill now pend,.,. Study is the grindstone for sharpening minds.
composed of Xavier University ing in Congress, the National
students conducted a series of Guard will hold a very important
brief lectures at Xavier for the part in the completion of the
purpose of securing enlistments in training the "Umtees" will unthe 1346th F.A. Bn., a unit of the dergo.
Ohio National Guard.
Anyone interested in enlisting
This unit, which holds one drill in the National Guard, and securper week on Monday evenings 8 to ing a patriotic "part-time" job
10 p.m. is located at 4100 Reading may obtain information at the
'
.
Road at Asmann Avenue in the National Guard Armory any day
or on Monday evenings 8-10 p.m.
National Guard Armory.
Paul Purcell and Tommy Sheeran, students at Xavier and memWithdrawal Notice
bers of the 134th Bn., conducted
If the student withdraws
the interviews.

I

RUTH BEST
THEATRICAL AGEKCY
Ruth Bes&

carol Chapelle
Sinton Hotel CBerr1 3331

fo1t 6ale
SMOOTH
STYLING!

Ohio National Guard Seeks
To Enlist Xavier Students

"

THERE IS MORE
COCA-COLA NOW

Already m11':r_.i11t~rest has been
shown in .:nis training and it is
believed a 'Xavier' Battery will be
formed in the National Guard.
several advantages were stressed
by the speakers, among which the
following are noteworthy: Veterans may retain their grade held
at discharge, former 1st threegraders are capable of obtaining
commissions if examination and
interview by an Interviewing
Board is passed successfully, regular one day's pay is given for
each drill attended, 17-year olds

30c Lunch Just A
Tiling of the Past

\

Under the guidance of Miss Loretta Liesgang, the Xavier Cafeteria is serving approximately
1500 students daily. The South
·Hall snack bar further augments
the facilities of the cafeteria by
serving an estimated 800 students
daily.
Miss Liesgang has compiled the
following statistics showing the
average expenditure per meal:
Breakfast .. , 35c, Lunch ... 65c,

Dinner ... 65c.
It has been announced that the

new South Hall Lounge will be
open every evening, except game
nights, from 8:00 to 11:00 p.m. for
the convenience of all students on
campus..

I

from any or all courses with·
out permission of the Dean or
the Registrar, he recelve11 an
automatic failure. The student
who withdraws from any or
all courses with the requisite
permission will receive a grade
of W, if the withdrawal takes
place within the first third of
the session, or a grade of WP
(withdrew passing) or WF
(withdrew failing) if he withdraws after the first third of
the session. Permission will
be given only when application
is made within two weeks
a f t e r discontinuance. The
grade WF ls aceounted as a
failure in computing scholastic
standing,

You never have that'
"after-purchase" worry
with a Rock-Knit topcoat
••• the fit is just right be·
cause Rock-Knit tailors
are specialists rn che,c:rea·
tion of men's c:oa~s.
Choose the style that suits
you from our ·many mod·
els for many personalities
• • • a variety of all-wool
fabrics in the latest pat•
terns-and best of all, the
price is reasonable!

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

(

.dsk /or ii either wa.>' • , • /Jolh

1raJe-marlt1 mean tlie same tliing.
· PLBASB return
empty bottles promptly
IOmlD UNDEI AUTHORITY OP THI COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

.

c~~~~

Put on a Rock-Knit Coat
for that well-dressed feel·
ing. You'll wear a Rock·
Knit longer!
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LIBRARY TO GET BOOS·T

CHORAL CLUB EXPANDS

CHOICE
CH AT TE R Initia.l Meeting
By

-Photo by Mcca;·thy

Bob Duffy observes the Evening College Library and
has hig~ hopes that the November Card Party and Dance
at the Smton spon.sored by the Boosters will greatly benefit
the EVENING COLLEGE LIBRARY FUND. Bob is chairman of the event. He stated that tickets are almost ready
for distrib~tion and' he encouraged all students and friends
of Xavier to give this fete their whole-hearted support.
Fath~r O'Conn?r has announce~ his plans for building
an extensive collection for research mcluding books selected
with regard to the various courses offered at the Evening
College and meant to supplement the texts used in these
courses. Each teacher has suggested texts pertinent to his
respective course which will be a valuable aid to students
A recent addition to the library includes four hundred volumes making a total of about twelve hundred volumes in the
entire collection. The work of cataloging has- been underway
for several weeks and is now nearing completion. A periodical rack and many new periodicals will be added. The library
is to be a lending library of great value to all Evening College students.

Wrong Number Not Funny
Caller Wants "Marcella"!
Biggest "Beefing" He1·e
And Not At ·Butchers

we reply, "Yes, ma'm, this is Mit·
tie's. Wnat can we do for you?"
And then, "Well, this is Mrs. FinBy Pat Riley
kleback. Has my order been sent
Let me tell you about our wrong out yet? Would you add me three
number telephone. That's what I nice pork chops?" "Sure thing,
call it 'cause it gives us nothing lady, with some choice brains and
a beef heart!"
but wrong numbers. We have been
The laundry fiends are especially
driven to such lengths that we
good. "What did you do with those
now. play the game too. At any shii'ts I sent you about three
hour of the day we are not a bit weeks ago?" was the query last
surprised to hear, "Hello, is this evening. "O those-so that's what
Mittle's Meat Market?" To which Rover was chewing up the other
day," we comment. Adrenelin
---.
.-.
oozes over the wire.

........................ ...... .......

Drugs-Wlnes-Statloner1

The Abe Baumring
Pharmacy
3818 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON

........................................................

Anothe1· case that makes for
teeth gnashing is the inebriated
creature who calls at 2:47 a.m
and whines, "Is Marcella there?"
Marcella, mind you, at 2:47 a.m
Oh! this life is a trial.

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

~"'~

An Independent Since lllU

·'
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Tlie Laundry Nearest Xavier
d bl S •
Offers Fast, Depen a e ervice

§
§-

§
§

"SHIRTS OUR SPECIALTY"
One Day Ser\'ice If Desired

§
§

-

ASTOR LAUNDERERS

§

§
5

3912 Reading Road

AVon 1765

·=·

-

§

5_

"You Get 'Em Faster At Astor"

§_

E

BACHELOR BUNDLES OUR SPECIALTY

§
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That new look. '4 7 is the year
for it, and XUEC is no exception.
Opening class night brought forth
a maize of student verve and alacrity not found on the evening
scene for many a year.
Among the Thursday first
nighters: Aileen Schottelkotte, UC
Pi Lamda Sigma; 1\lel Hendrick,
wearing his trousers "a little
above" the ankle; Helen Plagge,
attending Choral Club try-outs;
Frank and Paul Socmmerkamp,
newswriting brothers for WCKY;
Betty Bunker, an M.D.'s assistant;
Elmer 1\lorris, an Evanston student to be; Ruth Delaney, home
from Detroit; George Jacobs, looking distinguished; Jim Dugan, Bob
Moser, and Bob Borchers, bloclced
by class interference on Friday
football nights; Glenn Rieman, '47
Bacon Band Pres; and Joan Pfeiffer, a returned New Yorker.
Rumor Saw: Jack Klingler,
playing the field; Chick Surina,
still Pennsylvania turn-pike-ing;
l.\[ary Lou Fehring, breaking in
Charles Bare's tennis racket; Bill
Besl, with lots of time between
classes; Vince Hembroek, picking
up beau coup credits at uc;
Noltatropsnart Ssalc, failing an
alphabet reverse, to the lament of
Lou Arata and the elation of Ed
\Vubbolding; Henry l\layer, most
interested in Silverton's special,
Jo Ann \Vesthaus; Nell O'Leary,
Senior Class Vice Pres, diamonding l\liss Jean Geers; Bob Conway,
Epistomology elite of the 10:30 a.
m. Cosmology crew; Paul Rieselman of Toledo, directing Cincinnatians around town; Pat Wood
OLC, Evanston campus receptionist; Henry Lee, teaching at Roger
Bacon; 1\lary Ellen Aubrey and
ninty-nine other OLC girls, selling
DAV Forget-Me-Nots; Don Wiedman, baton twirling; Stan Herr-

Of First Year
Club Tonight

The initial meeting of the First
Year Club will be held Friday evening, October 3, at the Downtown
College, 8 p.m. All new students
of the Evening College are invited
to a,ttend this meeting at which
formal organization will take
place and officers will be elected.
Jack Morris, President of the
Boosters Club, will conduct the
meeting, and Father Paul O'Connor, dean of the Evening College,
will address the group.

Tryouts To Be Helcl
October 9
Forty new members were admitted to the Xavier Choral Club
last Thursday announced Miss
Helen Gough, director, when
weekly rehearsals were resumed
after a few weeks vacation. Tryouts were held, and during the
short meeting that followed it was
decided that the regular Thursday
evening meetings would be continued each week. The schedule
of the Club's plans for the year
will be given at the next meeting.
Anyone interested in singing with
the group may have a tryout next
Thursday evening, October 9,
eighf o'clock, fourth floor of the
Evening College.

Co-Chairmen Jean1ie A1id l(ay

Shown above are Jeanne Dillon and nay l\lossman, co-chairmen
of the first dance of the school year, Wednesday, October 8, at the
Evening College. Members of their committee inclnde Ral11h Stacey,
Lorraine Sauter, Gene Mlddlekam11, Thelma n:eller, Bill McGinnis,
Lorraln Staten.
Intended to be a get-acquainted dance this 11arty will feature
group singing, square dancing, quadrilles, a111l 11ollcas as well as ballroom dancing. Admission is fifty cents and includes refreshments.

linger, entertaining at Mecklen- ''""""""""'""""''""""'"""'"""'""'"""
borg's; Bob Dauer, selecting
Christmas cards; and, at the Western Michigan game, 1\largle Uleln,
Don McCarthy, Mary Jane Braun,
Dorothy Brandstetter, Bob l\lcCarthy, '47; Jean Ann Lwellyn, Willie
Hi there! Still here after that
Kate Luskey
first week of school? Those smllTramm, and Ed Kloska.
.............................................................. ing profs proved to be exacting
masters with their assignments;
--------------;.
By Julie Geck•
A winning smile and a friendly however, they did let us out early.
Did the rest of you freshies feel
nod, together with a Kentucky as lonely as I did during that first
IT'~
SUNNYSIDE F 0 R
twang are naturals for Kate Lus- class? Boy, all those strange faces
XAVIER RIDERS SUNDAY key. However, all this friendly -hmm! I wonder about that cute
A. M. OCTOBER 5
southern hospitality has not slowed little face in the second row. Ycsup her work one bit.
sir, let's get acquainted quiclc.
Good time to start is at the First
Kate is working for her BBA Year Club's initial meeting, OctoEVENING COLLEGE PEEK degree and is quite proud of it. ber 3. And, of course, don't miss
Oct. 3-First meeting of Xavier's She is a member of the Vetarcus the first dance of the year, OctoFirst Year Club at the Club and claims to be on the Bowl· ber 8. Here's a good chance to
have a lot of fun and to meet all
Evening College, 8 p.m. ing team.
those battle-scared old students.
Kasimu Officers' MeetThat her formula for making
I. M. New
ing, 8 p.m.
Oct. 4-0pening lecture Xavier friends has brought healthy reGreat Books Discussion suits is shown by the ra"ct that she ~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !:
Group, 2:30 p.m., Evan- now holds the office of Consultant
of the Boosters, and is doing a
ston Campus
NEW
Xavier - Kentucky Gam~, good job of it, too. In former years
she
held
the
offices
of
Secretary,
8:30 p.m.
ENGLAND
Oct. 5-Xavier Riders ride at Vice President, and President.
I predict that Kate i..uslrny will
HAT
Sunnyside Fort Mitchell, always continue to brighten up
10 and 11 a.m.
the dark corners, and that she
MANUFACTURING· Marian Sunday
will always have friends is quite :
Oct. 6-Philosophy Club meeting, evident from her past record. Keep
COMPANY
;
7:45 p.m. Fourth Floor up the good work, Kate, Xavier ;
needs more leaders like you.
• Evening College
Oct. ~Boosters Dance, Evening
118 East Sixth Street
College 8 :30
XAVIER's FAVORITE
GreatEBooks Dciscussion,
5
Cincinnati, Ohio
:
BARBER
· 7 :3o vanston ampus
JULIUS LOHR
5 CONRAD FOCHT, Sr., :
9
Oct. -Choral Club
meeting,
3757 Montgomery Road
Fourth Floor, Evening
i
Proprietor
5
3 Blocks East of Campus ·
College,. a ·J>.m.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i
------------

Student
SJ,etches
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'Freshies' Chance
To Meet Students
At Social, . Dance

Reminder_ -
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Aerial Attack Nets 19-0 Victory Over
Western Michigan; Line Shines Again
Muskies Aclcl Seconcl Ga1ne As Bronco
B us·. Cavalcad e
.
Attack Throttled; McQuacle Hits For To Carry Muskie
Two T. D.'s With 33 and 25 Yd. Passes Rooters to Dayton

I

Displaying an offensive attac){
that had been conspicuous by its Nets 5 Yd. A. Try
absence in their opene1· against - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
Bowling Green, Xavier forged out ,..---------,,...,....,...--..,....,"""''"""'
a neat 19-0 victory over a heavier
and more experienced Western
Michigan eleven last Friday night.
Each of the Musketeer tallies
came on passes, two of which
were thrown by Bobby McQuade,
'Who gave a masterful exhibition
in directing Coach Ed Kluska's
"T". End Jim DeFranco scored
first on a 33-yard aerial in the·
second quarter, and his running
mate at the other flank post, Bob
"Injun" Conway, snagged McQuade's 25-yard toss in the third
stanza and scampered the remaining four yards to pay-dirt. •
Howie Tolbert, who replaced
Jim Mason at quarter for Xavier,
shot a bullet pass to End Neil
Hardy 45 seconds before the final
gun to add the third score.
SMOTHER ENEMY ATTACK
The Broncos never could get
going through the rock-wall defense thrown up by the Muskie
linemen, and only in the second
quarter, when three passes from
Nick Milosevich to End Carl
Schiller carried them to the Xavier
14, did the foe knock at the Blue
and White's goal line. A thirddown pass by Milosevich from
· t ercep t e d on th e th ree
th ere was m
by Pat Fehring, Musketeer right
half, who . returned the ball 33
yards.
The wi~ners recoiled from that.
threat with a bang and notched
their first touchdown in five plays.
Fehring, Lang and Liber needed
only four tries to place the ball
on the Bronco 33, and then McQuade unleashed his first pay-off
toss to DeFranco, who took the
· ht a t th e goa I-l'me fl ag.
b a II rig
Tracy's conversion was wide.
Xavier muffed ·a scoring opportunity shortly after the next kickoff when Bob Cartright, attempting to punt from his five-y;rd line,
was tackled before he could get
the ball away. 'l'hree line plays
and a pass from that point failed,
however, as the enemy line held.
PRUENT CONVERTS
Returning for the second half,
the Muskies completely dominated
the play. It was after Halfbacks
Paul Drennan and Jim Liber
picked up a first down on the
Wcstem Michigan 29 that the
stellar McQuade pulled
fake reverse and shot a beautiful pass to
Conway on the four that X scored
the' second time. Pruent's placekick was partially blocked, but it
cleared the crossbars to give X a
13-0 advantage.
The Broncos desperately took to
:the air again in the"-fourth quarter, but two interceptions stymied
their attempts. After DeFranco
intercepted a pass on the · enemy
20, two line plays and a pass from
Mason to ·Hirth gave X a first
down on the five. Two more plays

a'

'

Arrangements are being made
by the Student Council to have
chartered busses transport all
students desiring to see the Xavier
game at Dayton on Saturday afternoon, November 1st,. Bert
Downing, Council President disclosed.
The excursion will leave the
Evanston campus and go directly
to the U.D. stadium where the
students, led by the band, will
march to a specially reserved section for the Muskie followers.
The estimated cost of the trip
will be $2.00. Students will be notified through the bulletin board
of further plans.

Shot In The Arm
Given Intramura)s ,,
As Students Organize

.._.........................._,,_.............." ...

15,000 TO SEE
Sportstistics X-KENTUCKY
By Bob Coates
......." ..." .........._................................., CONTEST
Reserved seata for tomorrow's
(Continued from Page 1)
game were sold out Wednesday, Phelps is their breakaway runner
An overflowing crowd of close to while Bill Moseley and Jack Far16,000 people will be on hand to ris pack the power through the line.
see the Muskies take the acid test.
The Kentucky· line .has shown
•
•
devastating power and speed/
This will be the ninth appear- especially effective in their own
ance of the Wildcats on Corcoran territory. Headed by Wallace
Field. The l\luskle's only victori- "Wah-Wah'; Jones and George
ous encounter with this foe was In Sengel at ends, Wash Serini and
1988 when they were on the' long Frank Smotherman at tackles, and
end, 26·7•
Leo Yarutis and Hut Jones at
guards the forward · wall has a
Al Lang's rapid fire line plung- wealth of experience.
ing against Western Michigan
.Rated as one of the most outkept his average yardage per try
standing centers in the nation, and
at five yards.
certainly the best in the South~
eastern Conference Jay RhodeUntil last year the most points myre, who is six feet two and
Kentucky ever scored on the Mus- weighs 196 pounds, will round out
kies was in 1942 when the score a well balanced Wildcat eleven.
was 35-19.

.

•

• • •

..

• • •

Once again the Musketeer band
made a creditable showing last
week. Their Inspiring practice sessions add more Ille and atmosphere
to the campus. All that Is needed
to make the environment just
right for football Is for the leaves
to begin to. turn.
·

• * *

Don Mangold may be side-lined
this week with a bruised knee. Pat
Fehring, who has performed well,
will probably open at right half.
Walt Hirth is recovered from an
appendectomy and will see action
at left half.

The question of student cooperation on intramurals seems to
failed to advance the ball, but
Tolpert then hit Neil Hardy in have been answered affirmatively.
the end zone for a touchdown. On Thursday evening, Sept. 25th,
Pruent's kick was blocked.
a well organized touchJootball
The staunch Blue and White game. was run off between the cause of an offside. Charlie Lyons,
forward wall again featured the "Old Guard" of Bks Nine and the Rich Brulport, Ray Westrick, Joe
game as it completely outplayed
Turney, and Howard Albrecht all
the heavier Western Michigan "Bombers" of Bks Seven. Bill aided substantially in Nine's vic·
line. Xavier's bruising fullback, Al Murphy, Jim Beatty, Jack Wall, tory while Volz; Herchel, Rohrig,
Lang, continued his consistent and Jack Tracy helped out on the McKenna and Hyatt looked good
ground-gaining, while McQuade's officiating as a first quarter TD for Seven.
field generalship was equally out- pass from Frank· Nolan to John
Several "make-up" games over
\
standing. Fullback Jim Marks
the weekend, between Elet Hall
Dietrick
proved
to
be
the
margin
turned in a creditable performance
men and Woodburn Ave. residents
of victory for Bks Nine.
for the Broncos.
further attested to the high deFifty ·to sixty dorm students gree of enthusiasm among stuBucklew Lands New Job were spectators at the spirited dents for intramural competition.
contest which would have ended All team captains 11re urged to
Phil Bucklew, head coach of
In
a tie had a last quarter pass turn in their team lists to Mr.
the Musketeer eleven last year,
Hiatt at the fieldh9use as soon as
has been named as end coach at from Vonderbruggan to Durbin possible so that the league may
Columbia University, it~ was clicked. A second TD heave, No- start functioning the first week in
learned recently.
vak to Foug, was called back be- October.
------------------------------------------Al Lang

OUTWEIGH U. K. LINE

Xavier's line will outweigh the
Wildcats' by a little less than ten
pounds per man. Jim DeFranco
and Bob Conway, both of whom
caught touchdown passes against
Western Michigan, will be at ends.
The tackle spots will be ably
handled by Ray Stackhouse and
Jim Marek, while Don Kay and
Tom Ballaban a,re slated to open
at guards. At center for "X" will
be 210 pound Steve O'Dea.
Handling · the "T" will be Bob
McQuade, who threw two touchdown passes last week, with Paul
Drennan, Al Lang and Pat Fehring
completing the backfield quartet.

EVERYTHING TO GAIN
Psychologically the Muskies are
at an advantage in being a strong
revengeful underdog possessing
the capabilities of overcoming a
more powerful and experienced
foe. 1'~or the third time th~s year
the Muskies will face a team also
using the "T" formation. Employing
seven man line Bill Feld·
haus' men of steel held Western
Michigan to a net of 20 yards on
the ground.
What the Musketeer board of
strategy will have in store for the ·
Wildcats no one knows. One thing
is certain though, they will try
every trick possit>le to win this
one.
The 1•robable starting line-ups

XAVIER ROOTERS GO "BIG TIME"! PLAN are:
CARD DISPLAY FOR JOHN CARROLL FRAY
It appears that the "new era"
one hear!\,SO much about in the
vicinity of Xavier University's
campus is going to apply to a
totally different phase of campus
activity when the Musketeers engage John Carroll University· in
Xavier Stadium on Friday, October 10.
The surge of campus spirit this
time has found its way into the
student rooting section in. the
form of a gigantic card display
exhibition - a novelty usually
confined to strictly "~lg-time"
colleges in the nation. This innovation aimed at. spurring additlonal student participation in
grid eontests, is scheduled to
have its first showing during the
half~time proeeedings at "the John
Carroll game.

About 400 students, grouped
in one section in the east stands,
will be necessary to execute the
display ·properly, and the organization of the ,group will be the
work of Bert Downing, Student
Council President, and the memhers of his special committee.
The experiment also has the
whole-hearted backing of Paul
D. (Chip) Cain, chairman of the
Board of Athletic Control, and
Head Coach Ed Kluska, who first
suggested the use. of a c•d display last spring.
Until some p1·actice has gone
under the belts of those who
participate in the card display,
the formations will be simple.
Blue and ,white cards will be used
for each varied display. Cost of
the display is being shared by

.......

a

XAVIER
Conway
the Athletic Board and Student Stackhouse
Council.
· Kay
Downey, in explaining the de- O'Dea
tails of the project, said that it Hallahan
had met ·with great success at l\larck
St. Mary's (Calif.), which school DeFranco
has an enrollment similar to Xa- lUcQuade
vier's. He added that the closest Drennan
co-ordination between those par- Fehrlng
ticipating is necessary for the Lang
complete success of the colorful KENTUCKY
displays.
.
Sengel
Forty-five students will pre· Serini
pare the cards in Room 47 this Jones
Friday. On the afternoon of the Rhodemyre
game a 12-minute practice with Yarutls
the cards will be held in the sta· Smotherman
dium, or if rain intervenes, in Jones
the fieldhouse. The time for this Blanda
practice has been set for 2:25 Fania
p.m., immtdiately followln1 the PhelP.8 .....
ROTC Corps Day.
l\loaeley

POSITION
(195) L.E.
(285) ' L.T. · '
(215) L.G.
(210)

c

(185)
(215)
(180)

R.G.
R.T.
R.E.

(170)
(178)
(170)

Q.B.
L.H.

R.H.

(192)

F.B.

POSITION
(179)' L.E.

(215) L.T.
(198) L.G.
(198)
0
(180) R.G.
- (211'i) R.T.
(195) R.E.
(190) Q.B.
(175) R.R.
(112) LR.
(118) F.B.
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Big Dance Planned
For Halloween

AS l,,SEE IT:

Who's An Expert?
By Dlelc Henkel
"Only qualification you need to become an 'expert' in football p'l"ognosticating is to have your opinions printed publicly· or
be heard on some radio sports program." . . . .
That sta;rtling ·bit of info emanated last week from Jimmy
Miner, Cincinnati Post sports writer, whose football "beat" is .patroling our renovated Musketeers. What we're wondering is how that
applies to this column? Since our opinions are "printed publicly"
it would seem that automatically we become an "expert." Izzatso?
I certainly wouldn't have known it if Mr. Miner hadn't obligingly
informed us of the fact. Thank you, Jimmy, but they won't believe me anyway!
·

Too Important To Forget -

I

Xavier's first grand dance of
the year Is just around the corner. Howard Naberhaus, Chairman of the Social Committee, has
informed the News that plans are
underway to stage a Halloween
Ball in the Field House following
the same night club style as was
employed so successfully last year.
Plans are however necessarily contingent upon the completion of
the new field house floor.
The News will carry, in subsequent issues, further details as
they develop.

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DA~RY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480

'r¥ir#ir#ir#Jr=1r#J@r¥Jr#ir#ii#lr#Jr#lr#lr#Jrs:r
.

• • • • •

X-UK GAME SHOULD FURNISH REMEDY ••••
More than one person should bow their head in shame for
having picked Western Michigan's hapless _Broncos as a two-touchdown favorite over Xavier last week. It's a cinch
that the heft on the Bronco line, as reported before the .game, led everyone to count on their
being a potent foe for our boys. The Blue's comparatively easy win has led some to tab the
Muskies as "giant-Killers" when the truth of the
matter is that Western Michigan didn't have much
of a team.
Big heads can be seen here and there on
the campus as a result of Xavier's show of offensive power in winning by three TD's and the
heads now seem to be developing the remote
hunch that ·perhaps Ed Kluska's boys can .pop a surprise on Kentucky. It's possible, ·but not probable.
They'll be out to win, of course, but if they hold the Wildcats
to- four touchdowns we doubt if anyone around here will be disappoin~d. Kentucky will furnish the best test of Xavier's eleven
to date, tomorrow night. But best of all, some big heads will be
deflated before they can get dangerously cocky.,
•

• • • • •

ATTENTION BOB McQUADE • • • • _
We sat next to UK's scout last Friday night and he turned
out to ·be a very amiable fellow - when he wasn't charting the
plays you were eiigineering. The good man· even took time to inform us that you were one of the best "'1;'" quarterbacks he's seen
in these parts. We think so too!
·
(P. S.-Asked Mr. Kentucky Scout fbr a prediction on the
.game tomorrow night, but his only answer was a sad "I don't make
any predictions." Previously I tried to ·get some dope on what he
thought the outcome of the Wildcat-UC brawl would be, but all I
could get as an answer on that was a mumbled "we'd feel much
better if we didn't have to play that one." Wonder if everyone at
-Kentucky is so sad all the time?)
"
WHAT PEOPLE SAID ••••
If ·we heard it once we heard it twenty times after the W.
Michigan game - Can Xavier run the ball over from inside the
· 10-yard marker? A lot of people would have liked very much to
have seen any Blue and White back carry the 'skin over for a
score last week. Can the boys develop· the ground -power to score
·when they approach ·pay dirt? It'll be rough if they can't.

Here's· the one I'm
really glad pu,_

to

my

on •••
They Satisfy me
n~me

-

IHow Xavier· Foes Fared· Last Weeki
first half, the Redskins kept the
Kentucky 20 - Cincinnati O.
The Wildcats bounced back from lead thro_yghout the game to best
their 7-14 loss to Mississippi and their foe, who at least managed
whipped the Bearcats in a bitterly to keep Coach Sid Gilman's boys
fought contest. UC look'd very on their toes for 60 minutes. Tom
good ·in the first quarter but a Cole, Miami's place-kicker deluxe,
touchdown in the second and two started the season right with four
in the fourth period spelled doom perfect conversions.
for the boys from across town.
. l\larshall 38-Morehead (Ky.) 12.
The Thundering Herd won its
John Carroll SO-Wooster 0.
Playing against a weak team second straight game this season
last Wednesday night, the Cleve- with a big score on their side. No
landers didn't look too good or too details availal?le.
bad but nevertheless had an easy Ohio. U. 84-0hio Northern 0.
time w~ipping the Scots. Carroll
Once again Ohlq .U.'s Bobcats
scored most of its points on run- trounced the Polar Bears from
ning plays and showed no out- Ada. Scoring in every period and
standing back.
exhibiting fine defensive play, the
Bobcats left little doubt of their
Dayton 28-Scranton 6.
The Flyers romped to their superiority and potentialities.
opening game victory over the .,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .,.
Royals by registering their scores
in the first three quarters. Scranton's score came against the Dayton reserves.·
1'llaml 28-Murray Teachers 12.
Connecting 011 two aerials In the

FLACH

RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC
· GR~ETI NG CARDS

.

• •

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.
Oa Poutala Btaan

BROTHERS .

• • • •
2nd and Vine Streell

·Cincinnati, Ohio

LfiLWAYS MILDER
IDETTER TASTING
©ooLER- SMOKING

\
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Tips ForDialers -

"Duffy ain't here" but "Archie"
is every Wednesday evening at
9 over NBC.

Mermaid Tavern Scliedule
Pollux 194748
Sept. 29: Equinoctial Honorarie
·(All-patron)
Oct. 13: Rump Tavern
Oct. 20: Angels Highdar
Oct. 27: All Hallows Highday
Nov. 10: Armistice Tavern
Nov. 24: Thanksgiving Tavern
(AU-patron)
Dec. 1: Names Day Tavern
Dec. 15: St. Nicholas Shambles
Dec. 30: Christmas Highday
(AU-patron)
Jan. 5: Twelfth Night Tavern
Jan. 13: Cherub Highday
Feb. 4:Candlemas Highday
Feb. 13 (Friday): Anniversary
Highday (AU-patron)
(All Highdays on Monday
, unless o_therwise noted.)

RAP TO.CHECK
BAD PROGRAMS.

(Continued from Page 3)
will tabulate results. News releases will be sent to newspapers
and radio stations all over the
country while the poll is in session, and a complete digest will
follow the final tabulations.
The RAP commission believes
through the poll, many doub~emeaning jokes, off-color remarks,
and suggestive situations can be
eliminated. They believe, the work
of placing radio on a high enter~~~~- tainment standard is something
all students should recognize as a
job worth doi~g.

Judy Canova is yours for the

::;!in:ve:a~BC~aturday

night at

stuclcnts the lounge is open
every night from s:oo-11:00
p.m., except on game nights.
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DES MOINES REGISTER:
Inflation is when two can live
as steep as one.

~

-5__

s
s

•·WHITE

THE MUSI(] BOX
For Delicious Food and cocktails
in a charming, intimate and sophisticated atmosphere.

• • •

QUOTE: A bathing beauty is
a girl who is worth wading for.

• • •

Music to relax you.
Cocktails
that satisfy till 1:00 A.M.
Saturday, 2:00 A.M.

WALL STREET .JOURNAL:
A hula dancer is a shake in the
g~ass.

• • •

FOlJ1V'J'AIN

Thousand_ Jokes: A tir~d wolf
is one who hopes she'll-say no.

SQlJARE

MeJ Deininger, Mgr..

• • •

DO'J'EJ.,
MA 4660

Pessimist - one who builds
dungeons in the air.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!I .

• • •

REVISED:
WHAT GOES UP,
MUST
GO UP.

=-----------------------------------------------:.

• • •

Bachelor: A fellow who has
only himself to blame.

• • •

A HOLLWOOD SIREN
IS GLORIA GWENN;
SHE'S HAPPILY . MARRIED
EVERY NOW AND THEN.

• • •

It's a problem nowadays to
get anything but company for
dinner. ·

-

XUIRC
(Continued h'om Page

More About THE NEW Certified Lamps that promise
you new ligh!ing value - new lighting .beauty.

l)

Members of the XUIRC will
hold their next semi-monthly
meeting on the Evanston C:::ampus
in Room 108, Science Hall at 7:30
p.m. A report on work of· the
Security Council will then be
delivered by Robert Quinlan.
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ATTENTION
DORMITES
For the conv.enience
of dorm

Joe Miller
Slept Here

VILLA
from

suNsH I N E

FOODS

F A RM s

WHITE VILLA GROCERS, INC.
537 EAST PEARL ST.

Every lamp that bears the "Certified La~p" tag
has passed 105 rigid tests to assure you excellence of
mechanical and electrical construction and the correct
quantity and quality of light. A Certified Lamp 'Yill
last even beyond your college years.

§

.i

§

5_
_

§
§
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LAMPS AT

SEE THE NEW
LEADING STORES•••

THE. CINC-lNN~TI GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

L--------------------------

BERYL DAVIS'S NEW DISC FOR RCA VICTOR

ic' It's a groovy group of notes-done to a tti.rn by one of the
top of the new crop of singers.
Yes, Beryl Davis knows how to pick a tune ... knows how
to pick a cigarette coo. "I tried many different brands and
compared," says Beryl Davis-"! found Camels suit me best."
That's how millions learned from experience that there
are big differences in cigarette quality. Try Camels in your
"T-Zone" (Taste and Throat). let your own experience
tell you why more people ·are smoking Camels
than ever before!

THE

CIGARETTE

FOR .ME IS

CAMEL.!
R. J. Reynold• Tobacco Co.
Wln1ton·Sal•in, ti, C.
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